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Mr. Robert Foss
James w. Se~ell Co.
]47 Center St.
Old TOWJil, Maine.
Dear Bob,
With reference to our meeting in your office on July 24,
we wish to order five enlargements to be made from the
ERTS-] positive transparencies. The cost will be as follows:

(]) 3 contact negatives @ 7.50 each
(2) 5, 4X

$

22.50

enlargements on mylar base@ $25.00 each $]25.00

Please bill the Maine Geological Survey in the amount
of$ ]47.50. Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

Walter A. Anderson
Assistant State Geologist
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June 12, 1973

Mr. John R. Rand
South Freeport Road
R.F.D. #2
Freeport, Maine 04032
Dear Jack:
With respect to your letter of June 3rd I would like to
set the record straight to our concern with respect to activities
in the Second Pond Area of Blue Hill.
I have enclosed a copy of a letter to Mr. Anderson which
clearly lays out our initial complaint, that is the apparent
failure of the State,following the expiration of the Texas
Gulf claims in December 1959,to publicize or release information dealing with the highly significant holes drilled by
Texas Gulf on Second Pond. Since the State fow1d that as
of April 1962,data contained in these logs merited publication,
it certainly is not a valid point to suggest that the information received by the State was of no value.
Actually I had no idea you were involved in any fashion
in claim acqusition until the last few months, but the matter
of the material contained in Special Economic Series #2, April
15, 1962 has been a constant source of irritation to us. Bob
Doyle suggests, as I ur1derstand it, that either the Second
Pond ground was never open after the lapse of the Texas Gulf
claims,in that as I gathered from our phone conversation,it
was staked immediately by others. I had thought from our
conversation that he indicated you had staked this immediately
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on the lapse of the Texas Gulf claims, but apparently this is
not the case, and it would appear that the ground may have been
open for some time, during the time the State had possession
of the Texas Gulf logs.
Actually at this point I am not certain whether Bob Doyle
indicated he was not aware of Texas Gulf information and such
is the reason it was not publicized or whether it was the fact
the claims were immediately acquired by others. Certainly
during the period of the early 60 1 s the State made an effort
to encourage mineral development in the State, and certain surveys having some cost to the State were undertaken. I would
suggest at this point that virtually all of the information
contained in these reports has not caused a fraction of the
interest or activity which would have been caused by the
publication of the Texas Gulf logs during 1960 or 61.
When we view the list of rather uninspiring 11 prospectsn
as contained in Special Economic Series #2 and again as later
contained in Special Economic Series #4, it is certainly irrelevant to argue that the Texas Gulf logs did not constitute
an ore body. The scattering of anomalies, prospects, etc., in
these other reports are intended to show significant encouragement so that valid exploration dollars will be expended. From
the standpoint of one who must judge this information and make
recommendations to pursue or not, virtually all of the information published by the State, as to anomalies or prospects or
possibilities, is rather inconsequential as compared with the
Texas Gulf logs, which were furnished to the State.
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May 18 , 1973

Mr. Walter Anderson
Maine Geological Survey
Deparbnent of Forestry
Augusta, Maine
04330
Dear Walter:
With respect to our conversation of May 16th, it appears that
you had misunderstood my request, and since you called Bob Doyle
to the phone, I did not get a chance to clarify such.
In my previous phone call I asked if you were aware of any
publication by the State prior to the Special Economic Study Series
#2 (Hancock County) dated April 15 , 1962 which contained information
on sulphide content in cores obtained by Texas Gulf Sulphur or their
subsidiary Northern Pyrites Corporation during the late 1950Ts on
Second Pond, Blue Hill, Maine.
It was not my purpose to ask you to search the records for such
information as we are aware that such information is presently in
the files of the State, and such was located and copied by Mr. Heinonen while he was researching out this and other background data
on a recent visit.
I have attached a copy of a letter to Mr. Rand from an M. Sheila
Dean who was an employee of Texas Gulf, the letter being written on
Northern Pyrites stationery, a subsidiary of Texas Gulf. The letter
is dated December 26, 1957 and notes that attached are the drill
hole logs for work carried out on their claims on Second Pond, Blue
Hill, Maine. As you are of course aware, this information was filed
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with the State because the State was the owner of the minerals and
had made such available for staking. It is also notable that on
page 2 the letter from Dean states that the contained material
(i.e. logs) is of a confidential nature.
It would appear that Bob Doyle is not aware that this information was furnished to the State or that it is presently in
the StateTs files as he indicated to me by phone that he did
not believe that Texas Gulf had submitted written material to
the State regarding the results of their drilling.
It may seem late in the day, but we are of course concerned
that this highly significant information on drilling was filed
with the State and that subsequently Texas Gulf released this
ground and subsequently a great fan-fare developed over the discovery of a new deposit by Black Hawk Mining, and that the State
had not seen fit to release information on this critical drilling after the period in which the Texas Gulf claims became void
and prior to announcement of discovery by Black Hawk. (Texas Gulf
claims became void either December 10 or December 31, 1959, material published by the State - April 15, 1962)
The information contained in the Hancock County Report of
April 15, 1962 regarding the drill cores is highly significant
except that it is an !Tafter the factn proposition, as at that
time Black Hawk had acquired control of such. To this day it
is probable that there has never been any information developed
or obtained by the State with respest to minerals on State owned
land which was as significant as this information, and yet a
considerable period elapsed from the time Texas Gulf voided
the claims and such information was published. Numerous publications by the State have taken credit for promoting mineral
development in the State, but much of such information is of
rather minor importance compared to these logs and yet this information which was the property of the State was not released
during the period in which it would have provided myself and
others an equal opportunity to acquire valuable mineral property
in the S ecn nd Pond claim group.
I feel we deserve an explanation as to why this privileged
and highly important information was not released until more than
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two y ears had passed since the
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November 30, 1972

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
Forestry Department
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Mr. Doyle:
I have received the November 13th draft of an act relating
to the certification and regulation of geologists (State of Maine).
I will divide my cormnents into three sections as follows: (a) Comments pertaining to statements in the draft which are confusing as
to their meaning.
(b) Critic ism as to cont en ts or omission in the
draft.
(c) My background in these matters.
(a) Comments as to statements in the draft: The definition
of 11 Practice of Geology 11 , Section 1513-A on page 1 is c2,!1f.iising.
Are we to conclude that the examples noted in line 3 of section
1513-A beginning 11 such as consultation ......• 11 and up through the
word 11work 11 , on line 5 is meant to be a phrase which could be extracted without materially changing the meaning of the sentence.
If this is the case, then the sentence reads 11 Practice of Geology
as used in this chapter shall mean the performance of geological
work or service for others wherein the performance is related to
the public welfare or the safeguard of life, health, property, and
the environment11 If this is the intended meaning of the sentence,
then it appears, although I am not certain, that you are restricti.og the use of the term 11 Practice of Geology 11 to so-called interactions wit9 the public on environmental or safety issues.
Are ~

·ta ass1:!!!le that Section 1529-A is a

11

grandfather clause 11 ?

Sections 1530-A, 1531-A and 1535-A all seem to say about the
same thing and could all be covered under a clearer definition of
11
Practice of Geology 11 •
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Section 1532-A (page 3) brings us back again to the previously
noted 1513-A (nPractice of Geology 11 ) . Does 1532-A really mean what
it seems to say (i.e. anyone who is practicing or offers to practice
geology) or does it pertain to some more restri ~ d use of the term
nPractice of Geology 11 as ;;ebulously1 defined in Section 1513-A.
Under Section 1539-A (section a) does this mean that the Commissioners could exercise judgements as to the 11 moral character 11 of
a person? M
..9ra] i ty essentially involv es on es nlif e s ty ],.g!;., What
is moral to one person may be immoral to another and although it
is possible that The Supreme Court can decide on these matters, it
does not seem as though a body of Commissioners could or should in
any way infringe on a persons right to practice because of his 11 life
styl~ .
Under Section 15L~O-A the term 11 professional geological workn is
used and this is the only place in the act where such a term is employed. A~ ~ to understa11Q..> that this term 11 prof essional geological
work 11 is synonymous wi""t'fi 11 Practice of Geology 11 as defined on page l
of Section 1513-A? In other words, might certain professional work
enable a person to be certified, but yet that persons principle field
of endeavor might not be covered under the term 11 Practice of Geology 11 ?

(b)
Criticism as to contents or omissions in the draft: Rather
than having some vague comments as to moral character , statements as to
ethical practice should be included, such as: (a) a geologist in private
practice must not violate the confidence of a client
(b) a geologist
employed by the State must scrupulously avoid divulging information
obtained in confidence from private groups as a result of his position
with the State.
(c) a geologist employed by the State must not under
any circumstances accept fees from private sources for · any work he
conducts within or outside the State.
(d) where State or Taxpayers
funds have been used to obtain geologic data or other data related
to mineral resources, the State will not, under any circumstances,
allow any person or persons from the private sector to observe, copy,
or obtain any such information prior to a specified time and date,
as determined by public notice, that such information is available
to any and all citizens.
I am particularly concerned with the fact that there is no
method for insuring that the Commissioners would essentially be a
11
body of peers TT. Since the Commissioners must be composed of 11 qualified geologists 11 and since the Commissioners must determine the

JAMES W. SEWALL COMPANY
Mr. Robert G. Doyle
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meaning of 11 qualified 11 , we are totally at the mercy of a group
which has no constraints as to representative membership from
different geographic (in Maine) or professional sectors. Thus
although the governor appoints the Commissioners, it is a foregone conclusion, particularly since the State Geologist is automatically on the Commission, that most all, if not all, of the
resultant Commissioners would be named by the State Geologist.
Since it is this group that then determines qualifications for
certification, it is evident that rather than having a regulatory body made up of a cross section of practicing geologists
it would be possible, although I do not say it would be the case,
to effectively have a Commission which was named by the State
Geologist, in which case we would have a 11 one man rule 11 of the
profession. It would appear that the only fair answer to such
a situation would be to provide that the Commissioners come from
four or five geographic divisions within the state. Although it
is within the domain of the State to legislate and administer
such a regulatory body, it is not the domain of the State to
establish by itself, standards of the profession. Thus a provision should be made for alloting appointments to the Commission
from a broader base (i.e. appointed by either local or state
political bodies).
We think that it is particularly irresponsible to go through
the time and effort of supp osedly drawing up d:uc'ulii~ts for certification, etc. but to leave the entire 11 guts 11 of the certification
process in the hands of an essentially phantom Commission. If
there is any reason for certification, t hen i f wofild seem fitting
to place the rules and regulations within the legislative act,
otherwise we would create an "authoritarian sys_:tem 11 and pave the
way for endless confrontations.- Cert ainl y i n some quarters there
is the feeling that certain acts should be drawn so loosely so as
to have little effect on who might practice. If the rules are
drawn too loosely we have defeated the purpose of the act, and we
are better off without such. On the other hand, the field is so
broad and complex that to leave the entire matter of affairs in
the hands of a few men who might all come from one specialty sector
or one geographic area and who could conduct so-calleg 11 examinations 11
of any type they might desire, seems absurd, If it is possible to draw certifying rules and regulations which
on one hand are sufficiently stringent to rule out the unqualified
but on the other hand are sufficiently encompassing to include the
many facets of this field, then it would seem that the 11body entity 11
of practicing geologists in Maine should draw up these rules and
regulations and provide for such to be adopted by the Legislature.

JAMES W. SEWALL COMPANY
Mr. Robert G. Doyle
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Of particular concern is the matter of the 11 Teaching Professionn
with respect to the nPractice of Geology 11 • As now drawn, Commissioners
need only be nqualifiedn geologists, and by definition a Commissioner
determines qualifications. Thus whether by design or by accident, the
act does not say that the Commission must be obtained from those who
nPractice Geologyn as defined, or from those who earn their livlihood
by the nPractice of Geologyn. Thus one only needs to be a 11 qualified
geologistn, to be a Commissioner, but these Commissioners then can
regulate the nPractice of Geology 11 •
If we are going to set up some definition of what nPractice of
Geologyn means, then the regulatory Commission must come from this
body of npracticing geologists 11 not from some illusory body of
qualified or professional geologists. If in f ~ct we are going to
allow members of the nTeaching Professionn to be Commissioners, then
it goes without saying that their field of occupation (i.e. teaching)
should also be subjected to the constraints of the Commission. In
order to avoid such a situation it would be better if the 11 Practice
of Geology 11 as ultimately defined should be separated and distinct
from the 11 Teaching Profession 11 in which case it would be evident
that the regulatory body would be made up of people from the profession that it is regulating. In this respect, we feel that a
Commissioner should be one who has spent at least 75% of his working
time in the nPractice of Geology 11 such not to include teaching or
has obtained 75% of his income from the practice of geology. This
would not exclude teachers from being certified to practice , but
would prevent someone who earned 10% of their livlihood from the
practice of geology from regulating people who spend 100% of their
time in such.
Because those of us who are earning our livlihood in the practice
of geologic matters, unrelated to teaching, are a minority in the State,
and because such are really two separate fields, it is evident that if
suitable clarification along these lines are not made, and measures are
taken to secure passage , then we will introduce legislation qualifying
or certifying earth 1'..'esource experts or consultants.
Unless some provision is made for a broader base of appointments
(Commissioners) and establishing of rules by the practicing body, so
as to prevent one man 11 domination 11 of qualifying personnel, then we
would, of course, conduct a thorough evaluation as to the qualifications
of the State Geologist.
(c) Qualifications of the writer: I have a bachelors degree from
Middlebury College and a masters degree in geology from Columbia University. I have spent seventeen years in mineral resources work, wherein
geology is a prime tool, but certainly not the only tool.

JAMES W. SEWALL COMPANY
Mr. Robert G. Doyle
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I have worked for major mining and consulting groups throughout much of the United States and Canada.
I have been a part of
the geologic-mineral consulting group of the Sewall Company since
1963 and have had an office in Old Town, Maine since that time.
Virtually 100% of our consulting work at Sewall Company has been
for major mining-oil companies which are located outside of Maine.
In this respect our longevity with this clientele affords a very
tight check on qualifications.
On the contrary, ~ -ques gon ;
whether the Maine State G,eologic Group has beens Jected to such
a rigid system of checks and balances as to their work.
It is possible that I have as many or more consecutive weeks
of practicing geology or allied matters (for wages or fees) from
a Maine office (although work not confined to Maine) than any other
geologist in the State. At the Sewall Company we have maintained
a staff of technicians and geologists who have accounted for about
20,000 man days of effort in the earth field and have accounted for
the discovery of new significant metal occurrences. We feel this
work has been beneficial to the State, not only in terms of exploration dollars and know-how, but also in terms of possible future
benefits to the State.
Please be advised, that the draft of the act related to
certification of geologists 11 is unsatisfactory to U §( , and we are
not willing to settle for a symbol i c certific a ti o n ru;i t.
If an
"ict can be drawn t hat has some meaning and is fair, we will not
oppose it.
::----11

Yours truly,

Copies to interested parties

~

•

•

(/

November 16, 1972

Mr. John Cumming
James W. Sewall Company
Box 433
Old Town, Maine 04468
Dear John:

Here is a copy of our latest draft regarding certification of geologists.
It is a relatively simple document,
leaving the details to be spelled out and rules and regulations promulgated by the Commission after the law is passed.
The drafting committee would appreciate very much seeing
your comments of the draft. You may note any such comments
or criticism directly on the draft if you so wish. We hope
to initiate some sort of action within the next fe;·l weeks
and would appreciate your getting your com..rnents returned as
soon as possible.
Very truly yours,
MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
RGD;pm

,I
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September 15, 1972

REMOTE SENSING GROUP OF NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND

The second annual fall meeting of RSGNNE has been scheduled
for Thursday and Friday, October 5 and 6, at the University
of Maine - Orono Campus. The meeting will convene at 1:00
P.M. in Nutting Hall - School of Forest Resources. An
evening banquet and speaker will cap the first day's events.
Cost will be about $5.50. Friday, several speakers will
discuss an array of subjects in the remote sensing field.
A short business meeting will be held early Friday afternoon to allow long distance travelers an early start for
home.
Those wishing to attend should contact Bob Fiske or Bob
Foss, either by phone (207-827-4456) or mail (c/o James W.
Sewall Company, Old Town, Maine 04468), beforehand if possible. This will permit some degree of planning for the
banquet.
Persons staying in the area over Thursday night may obtain
accommodations at the University Motor Inn - Orono (8664921). Several motels are also available in Bangor, about
10 miles from the University.
All interested persons are invited to attend.
interest required for membership.

No dues, only

Pass this along to others, who may not have received notice .
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MEETING SCHEDULE
OCTOBER

5 & 6

Thursday
11:00 A.M. Registration and lunch at UMO
1:00 P.M. Welcome
1:30 P.M. Tour meeting at Maine State Highway Commission
office (Bangor) Ernie Stoeckeler, host. Covering Department use of remote sensing as applied
to: Law, Road Location, Photo Logging, Vegetation
Damage Along Highways, and Standard Photo Interpretation Procedures of the Department.
4:30 P.M. Tour meeting at James W. Sewall Company - Bob
Foss, host. Examination of facilities and capabilities.
7:30 P.M. Banquet at Red Lion in Bangor. Speaker, Mr. Frank
Canney, Chief, Branch of Exploration Research of
U.S. Geological Survey, discussing Remote Detection
of Geochemical Soil Anomalies (a Maine Project).
Friday
8:30 A.M. Coffee and Doughnuts at Nutting Hall.
9:00 A.M. Consultants
Ted Tryon, James W. Sewall Company - Forest Inventory
State of Maine
Ken Anderson, Fish & Game
Phil Goggins, Sea & Shore Fisheries
Ron Poitras, Coastal Planning
University of Maine
Frank Manzer, Botany Dept. (Disease Detection)
Bob Vadas, Botany Dept. (Marine Biology)
Howard Mendall, Forest Resources (Waterfowl Census)
Marshall Ashley, Forest Resources (Advances in R.S. as a
Forest Management Tool)
Noon

Lunch (on your own at UMO)

1: 00 P.M. Business Meeting with e'arly adjournment
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April 24-, 1972

The James W. Sewall Company wishes to announce that as of this
date we are prepared to accept samples of soils and sediments
for determinations of total copper , zinc, lead, nickel and
molybdenum by atomic absorption methods.
For nearly ten years we have operated a geochemical laboratory
which has served programs which we have managed or advised on .
Our work in both the laboratory and field has enabled us to
monitor and verify geochemical responses, and we have obtained
a high degree of confidence that results produced in the laboratory can be reproduced within desired limits at a later
date.
At the present time we will undertake analysis of one or more
of the specified elements on one or more samples.
As indicated on the accompanying price sheet, on shipments of
4-0 or more samples, analysis of two or more elements in the
copper-lead-zinc-nickel category will result in a substantial
reduction in the cost per element.
We are presently developing routine procedures for- analysis
of elements other than those listed. We will be glad to discuss your requirements along these l i n ~ ~

J"..01inS.Cumm ngs ~
~ineral Resources

,L~
Sewell Miiett,Manager
Laboratory Services
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Old Town, Maine
Phone: 207-827-4456

LABORATORY SERVICES
James W. Sewall Company

GEOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS
by
Atomic Absorption
On Soils, Sediments or Rock Pulps
COPPER - ZINC - LEAD - NICKEL - MOLYBDENUM
Costs on shipments of 40 or more samples
For Copper, Zinc, Lead or Nickel
Two of the above elements
Three of the above elements
All four of the above elements
One of the above elements
Molybdenum (separate digestion required)

$ 1.00
1. 20
1.40
0.75
1.00

(50¢ per element)
(40¢ per element)
(35¢ per element)

Costs on shipments of less than 40 samples
For Copper, Zinc, Lead or Nickel
Two of the above elements
Three of the above elements
All four of the ·above elements
One of the above elements
Molybdenum (separate digestion required)

$ 1.50
1.80
2.00
1.00
1.50

(75¢ per element)
(60¢ per element)
(50¢ .per element)

Costs of drying and sieving - per sample 25¢
If the customer sends samples which have been dryed and sieved, a few
grams or a volwne equal to about l tablespoon is sufficient.
Detection limits normally employed in these geochemical determinations
are: copper - 2 ppm; zinc - 5 ppm; lead - 2 ppm; nickel - 2 ppm;
and molybdenwn - 2 ppm.
Address all correspondence and shipments of samples to:
Laboratory Services
James W. Sewall Company
Old Town, Maine
04468
(For shipments by air - the James W. Sewall Company is 10 miles from
Bangor International Airport)

JAMES W. SEWALL COMPANY
Cefo.nJ-ulla/n/J.

OLD TOWN, MAINE
04468
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July 25, 1968

PLANNING ANO

URBAN RENEWAL

TELEPHONE
AREA CODE 207
827-4456

Mr. Robert G. Doyle, Administrator
Maine Mining Bureau
State House
Aguusta, Maine
04330
Dear Mr. Doyle:
Application is made herein to record 96 mining claims (#36913786 inclusive), located in Township 15 Range 9, Aroostook
County, Maine.
The following items are submitted as enclosures:
1.) Map of Claims, Township l5 Range 9, Aroostook County,
Maine.
Scale l" = l00or.
2.) One copy of Form C, Maine Mining Bureau, TTApplication
to Record the Staking out of a Claim 11 for each of 96
claims.
3.) Sketch Map (scale 1 11 = l00or) for each of 96 claims,
attached to the corresponding Form C.
4.) Recording fee of $192.00 ($2.00/claim).
In most cases the description of location of the claim called for
in paragraph 3 of Form Chas been omitted.
There are few permanent monuments or established town line markers in the area covered
by the claims.
Common posts were used where common corners exist between two or
more claims. Numbered metal tags were obtained prior to staking
and nailed to the posts. The location of witness ~osts is given
on the sketch of each claim. Distances indicated_ on the sketches
are approximate, having been determined by scaling on the Map of
Claims, 1 11 = l0oor. Distances along the shorelines were not
measured in the field due to the irregularity of the shoreline.
Yours truly,

WAB:fg
Encs.

ll.dl~/1.;:t...~
Willard A. Bodwell
Geology Department

Mr. '.R. G. Doyle
JAMES W . SEWALL COMPANY

P~S.

Additional enclosures:
1.) Application for Prospector's Permit and $2.00
fee attached.
2.) Notice of Transfer, 52 claims in Whiting, Edmunds
and Trescott Townships, and fee of $104.00 attached.
3.) Notice of Transfer, 96 claims in Township 15 Range 9,
Aroostook County, and fee of $192.00 attached.
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JAMES W. SEWALL COMPANY
OLD TOWN, MAINE
04468

PHOTOGRAMMETRY
FORESTRY
MUNICIPAL MAPPING

MINERAL RESOURCES
CIVIL

8c

SANITARY
ENGINEERING

LAND MANAGEMENT

June 1, 1971

TEL. 207-827•4456

Maine Mining Bureau
State Office Building
Augusta, Maine
04330
Attention: R.G. Doyle
Gentlemen:
Enclosed please find one copy of Form D - Notice of Transfer,
along with check for $310 covering the specified 31 claims.
Please execute this transfer effective immediately.
Yours very truly,
/ ;'

' //,:'.~/ ~ ? ~
~ ~ e l l Millett
Mineral Resources Dept.

SM:fg
Enc.
cc: Mr. J.J.Burger

AFF ILIATE: ATLANTIC RESOURCE CONSULTANTS, LTD.

TRURO, NOVA SCOTIA

JAMES W. SEWALL COMPANY
~_,on.1t'd%,?u~

OLD TOWN, MAINE

PHOTOGRAMMETRY

FOR EST RY
MUNICIPAL MAPPING

GEOLOGY
CIVIL ENGINEERING

PLANNING ,aqub

December 30, 1970

URBAN RENEWAL

TELEPHONE
AREA CODE 207

a27 . ,,s6

Mro Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
State Office Building
Augusta, Maine
Dear Mr. Doyle:
Enclosed please find check in the amount of Ten (10) Dollars
for the renewal of two (2) Prospector Permits; one each in
the name of Willard Ao Bodwell, Lic.#70-13,and Edmund G.
Skeffington Jr., Lico#70-77 respectively.
Also, it may be noted that Mr. Bodwell has already forwarded
his application for renewal from Michigan, via Special Delivery
and should arrive at your office on or before December 31, 1970.
Thanking you in advance, I am,
Sincerely yours,

U~A~//P h-Edmund G. Skeffington, ~r.
EGS:fg
Enco
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JAMES W. SEWALL COMPM~Y
OLD TOWN, MAINE

~A?nd~

PHOTOGRAMMETR Y
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TELEPHONE
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AREA CODE 207
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827-4456
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20, 1970
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Application is made herein to record 11 mining claims located
in Township 15 Range 6, Aroostook County, Maine.
The following items are submitted as enclosures:
1.) Sketch map of Overwater Mining Claims - scale: 1 11 =

¾ mile

2.) One copy of Form C, Maine Mining Bureau, "Application to
Record the Staking out of a Claim" for each of 11 claims.
3.) Sketch map (Scale 1 11 = ¾ mile) for each of 11 claims,
attached to corresponding Form C.
4-.) Recording fee of $110.00 ($10 . 00) per claim)
The description of location of the claim called for in paragraph 3
of Form Chas been omitted. There are few permanent monuments or
established town line markers in the area covered by the claims.
Common posts were used where common corners exist between two or
more claims. Numbered metal tags (Maine Mining Bureau) were obtained prior to staking and nailed to the posts. The location of
witness posts is given on the sketch of each claim. Distances
indicated± on the sketches are approximate, having been determined
by scaling on the Sketch Map of Claims, l" =¾mile. Distances
along the shore lines were not measured in the field, due to
irregularity of the shore line. Specific points for location of
posts were picked on aerial photographs and subsequently transferred to the sketch maps.
Yours truly,

,tJ

['·

o\ \ Ltj \

Dear Mr. Doyle:

,//J

WJ$NVtf fe,i/i/ ~
Willard A. Bodwell
Project Administrator,
Mineral Resources
WAB:fg
Encs.

\\

URBAN REN \:'. WAL

. '
··~\;~::r

Mr. Robert G. Doyle, Administrator
Maine Mining Bureau
State House
04-330
Augusta, Maine
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JAMES W. SEWALL COMPANY
~,on.1~

OLD TOWN, MAINE

PHOTOG RAM MET R Y

TELEPHONE

FORESTRY

AREA CODE 207

MUNICIPAL MAPPING

827-4456

GEOLOG Y

~

PLANNING

CIVIL ENGINEERING

June 25, 1970

04468

,;vnd

URBAN RENEWAL

Mr. Robert G. Doyle, Administrator
Maine Mining Bureau
State House
04-330
Augusta, Maine
Dear Mr. Doyle :
Application is made herein to record 21 mining claims located
in Township 16 Range 5, Aroostook County, Maine.
The following items are submitted as enclosures:
1.) Sketch map of Overwater Mining Claims - scale: 1 inch=¾ mile
2.) One copy of Form C, Maine Mining Bureau, 11Applica tion to
Record the Staking out of a Claim11 for each of 21 claims.

3.) Sketch map (sclae 1n =¾mile) for each of 21 claims,
attached to corresponding Form C.
4-.) Recording fee of $210.00 ($10.00 per claim)
The description of location of the claim called for in paragraph 3
of Form Chas been omitted. There are few permanent monuments or
established town line markers in the area covered by the claims.
Common posts were used where common corners exist between two or
more claims. Numbered metal tags (Maine Mining Bureau) were obtained
prior to staking and nailed to the posts. The location of witness
posts is given on the sketch of each claim. Distances indicated!
on the sketches are approximate, having been determined by scaling
on the sketch map of claims, 1 11 = 1/4- mile. Distances along the
shore lines were not measured in the field, due to irregularity of
the shore line and high water level. Specific points for location
of posts were picked on aerial photographs and subsequently transferred to the sketch maps.

l)ij:::;4,
WAB:fg
Encs.

,,n,a.....,_"CA

Willard A. Bodwell
Project Administrator,
Mineral Resources

February 10, 1970

Mr. Robert Foss
Jarnes W. Sewall Company

Old Town, Maine

044Gl'l

Denr Bob~
I .nav0 opa11ucc"\ out the unneeded coverag<1 on the
encJ.osea negative. Would you please furnish us, as quic·ly as possible, a base map of one to 01IB mile as discussed
during my last visit with you. In order to s<1uar~ of
the base r,1ap I would you please black out the extreme
southeast corner of the negative.

If there are any qucstio11sr please do not ~esitate

to call me.

Very truly yours1
.'·1AINf~ GEOLOGICAL SURVE
..,.

Walter A. Anderson
Assistant State Geologist
PAA:pm

November 12, 1969

Mr. Robert Foss
James W. Sewall Company
Old Town, Maine 04468
'

Dear Bob:

I am enclosing
topographic indeJc map showing the
location of the quadrangles which we would like to have
put together an<..1 reproduced.

I understand that you have prints of each of these
quadrangles from which a mosaic can be made. I would
l'ke to h ve a black-line print of such a mosaic which
would be reproducible by this office on black or blue
print paper. I guess it will be alright to reproduce the
entire square. We will black out those areas which we
do not ·1ish to have on the paper. If you have any
questions, please call meo . I would appreciate having
the final film print as soon as possible.
As I noted on the telephone, I would like these
prints on the ..,cale of one nautical mile to the inch.·
Thank you very much.
Very truly yours,
MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist ·
RGD:pm

JAMES W. SEWALL COMPANY
Cef1omultan/3

OLD TOWN, M A INE
04468

PHOTOGR A MMET RY
FORESTRY
M U N I C I PAL MAPPI N G

GEOLOGY
C IVIL E N GINEERING
P L ANNING ANO

August

URBAN RENEW A L

TELEPHONE
AREA C O DE 207
827-4456

Mr. Robert Doyle
State Geologist
Maine Geological Survey
Department of Economic Development
Augusta, Maine
Dear Bob:
With reference to your letter of August 26th there are a few points
that need clarification.
1.) The 2nd paragraph of page 2 of your letter clearly
emphasizes that either or both myself and Bodwell applied some
pressure so that access could be had to the geological data.
2.) Paragraph 4 page land paragraph 3 page 2 of your letter
implied that we were dissatisfied that the results of the survey had
not been released sooner.
With respect to item l above, Bodwell 1 s phone call and subsequent conversation with Anderson was strictly an inquiry as to when such data
would be available. There was no complaint of tardiness ·nor was there
an overt or implied demand to see the data. Anderson 1 s reply to Bodwell
that the data was available for inspection (open file) is in direct
contradiction to the last sentence of paragraph 2 page 2 of your letter.
As for my visit and discussion with Blackett, I merely said that I had
been informed that the data was available and would be interested in
seeing it. It was only after the data became available that I applied
pressure in order to find out when it had become available.
Of least concern to me then, or now, was whether the report was slow in
coming out.
Your statement that the data was not on open file is in direct contradiction to the statements and actions of your subordinates, and I suggest that you pursue this matter more thoroughly.

JSC:fg

John S. Cummings
Director, Mineral Resources

/.141u..l £ ) _,.lt,r.:-z;:L-/G.
f

//

Jmgust 26, 1969

Hr. John Cumming
James W. Sewall Conpany
Old Town, Maine.

0~4G8

Dear John~
I fill sorry th t I 1, ve not been able to get an ans ,·er
reparoo for your recent letter conc::r:ning the .1.·ng ley
geochemical stuc."y whic! ms conducted durir.g the 19~8

ficlC seaso~. The publication dut.e for this report is
August 29~ 1969
T anm.-;er your Vi=lrious q ·c·:1tio 1.s reg rding t 10 status
of t .. is survey·, let me first indicate the. t t.1e information
obtainec- frorl the sa•. pling t-ro_J~ -- a3s ys l sta·c imi. loc tion~,,
motliods .nd ar ;.as of cov _ ·-ge an{ re1Jional results ·· h vc

never _eft this office nor have been e amined or discussed
by any other tnan Survey personnel.
The sanpling was co~ ducted by responsible! field
r)eople, supervised by ·, l tE!r ;.. i\nrJe son and myse f ~
We
requeste, and received J ids on · esay ,mrk .rom four !?lou_ccE1,
choosing th~ lo est ,::;iC::der ·- Jort!i ,1erican E~.:ploratio _
Comrn.ny of Chal':lottcsvillev v·ir.,,inia. Thi· Cor ..pany, in
addl ti01-. of ferc, 1: •· gratis - ·o pic1,. up the f iel.c: dried
sai.uples once a ,ec.=:k fror:1. the Rangeley Car! po T in was of
gre(. t h~ r_) to our pl'.'ojecto
S:i.11ce ou.r iJttdgct \or s e.~tre1nely lim tea, I allo ,ac.1
so~.ie de .... ay in assay 10rk ur: :il t1e coula accumulat.
suffici""r!t c sh to pay the bil • Thuo a del·y ,1;rom October
20, 1.,68, to narch 10, 1969: 11hen r~sults were pro1iueo.
the Survey. Tl1e rerm.,_ ts were revie 1ed, b"x::t p1.·epa:r.ed anc1
drafting work unde taken. By the time tho - worJ, w s
completed, ·no urthe.,,,.. ftmJs we:t: . available t, 1ring the juf;t
yaot iscr.-1 year. Dur.:.na the ii;te.c rul, _maps were improve

and a better te.·t

r.itten.

/

I don't really 1:now what you had to :-:::ay to FranJ...

Bl.:1ckett in the office here. but nlease understand t.hat he
is our · office man, keeping ~ooks,-answering routine rnail
and }:eeping thinqs going while we are in the field.
He
doe~m' t kno~-; geology, mining exploration or any of the
other disciplines necessary to qualify him to handle your
particuL:1r questions and challenges. Please don 1 t be
su pri~;ed t.:1at he "be.ckec away" from your questioning.
You know, John, (and I speak as
friend ) that you can he
rather aggressive at times.
I do appreciat(~ the fact that although Walter anci
Frank - under pressures that they were not sure how to
cope - with - offered to let you review the d~ta, you decided
not to do so. T°11(} rn<1terial ~,a~ not or:. open file status.

Our whole trouble is that we just. de not huve enoug h
opcrc1ting money to get stuff out as soon as we would lik~.
I have revisec~ our program downward during t .. is Biennium
to compensate for an additional 12~; cut in cu~ budget.
It will 00 down even further 2s we attempt to pub lish more
naterial.
The fi-::1,:l ork must he cut to allow for more
:.)ublications.
Tl1er,3 never '.:;..s br;<>n o.n ic'.t t·•.:r'1;:-,1t to J.eai~ inforn.atio,,

o:;:- rrovic -:·- an 111'.f~d r -:~dvantagE.' f:c,r 2.nyo:1.:: sincP. the S•.,rvc~y
startE?d up ;:r:(~.e r ,Ja? 1-;arn• in 195'5. Ne ;r.v<..: r•12er, _cru!:m lous
ir:. tb i.s :-.·cgElrd · - -'?.rf h - vc also refuse(:. tc, rublish informa· ·
tion in a less than professional manner. Sor:1ctimes.. then,
it takes a little longer to do things.

You may have, if you •Tish it, ny contir:uccl profcssic:na.i
antl personal friendship. I I ope we can continue tc worl:
togE?ther.

·
Very truly yours ,,
iUUI:1E GF•)LOGICAL SURVEY

Robert G. Do"le
State Geologist
RGD:pm

JAMES W. SEWALL COMPANY

~,,on,1dknLJ

OLD TOWN, MAINE

August 11, 1969

Mr. Robert Doyle
State Geological Survey
Department of Economic Development
State House
August a, Maine
Dear Mr. Doyle:
On July 22nd Willard Bodwell of our staff talked by phone with
Mr. Blackett and Anderson of your staff concerning status of a
geochemical survey carried out by the State Geological Survey
in 1968. Bodwell was informed that the results of the survey
were and had been available for public examination.
Subsequently on the morning of July 23rd I visited the offices
of the State Geological Survey of Augusta and at my request was
shown the results of the geochemical survey by Mr. Blackett.
After briefly inspecting this material I asked Mr. Blackett at
what date and time these results had become available. Blackett
was not able to provide me with this information nor did he show
me any notification of official release of the data prior to
July 22nd.
Failure to allow any interested party access to this information
at the earliest released date,would constitute, in our opinion,
a violation of accepted ethical practices and might place the
State in the position of having prevented certain parties from
having an equal opportunity to discover any viable deposit which
might occur within the area of the survey.
I would like your comments on this matter.
Yours
L J:.e'

JSC:fg

tr,,, 1ngs, 1rec or
Mineral Resources

AUGUSTA, MAINE 04330

STATE HOUSE

(207 l 623-451 I
JAM ES K. KEEFE. Commissioner

August 7, 1968

Mr. Willard A. Bodwell
Geology Department
James W. Sewall Company
Old Town, Maine 04468
Dear Mr. Bodwell:
This letter acknowledges the transfer of 52 mining
claims (see attached list) recorded in the name of Willard
A. Bodwell, Prospector's Permit 68-13, covering parts of
Edmunds, Trescott, and Whiting Townships, Washington County,
Maine, to Callahan Mining Corporation, Prospector's Permit 68-24.
The numbered claims on the attached list are valid until
December 31, 1968.
Payment of $104.00 7in transfer fees is hereby
acknowledged in check Jl834, dated July 26, 1968, signed by
Francis H. Ketchen.
Sincerely yours,

bw

PU DLICl'I Y and PU IJLiC RE LATIONS.
r::::.i::. t1 1 r,r::::. 1r

Al

C.. 11 D \/ J:Y

R~!'..1-!,Rt.H ,,nrJ PLAi'JN ING

STATE HOUSE

(207 l 623-451 I

AUGUSTA, MAINE 04330

JAMES K. KEEFE, Commissioner

August 7, 1968

Mr. Willard A. Bodwell
Geology Department
James W. Sewall Company
Old Town, Maine 04468

Dear Mr. Bodwell:
This letter acknowledges the recording of 96 mining
claims staked by Leroy A. Ellis, Prospector's Permit 68-12,
for Willard A. Bodwell, Prospector's Permit 68-13, covering
Black Pond, Gardner Pond, Togue Pond, Perch Pond, Upper Pond,
Denny Pond, Island Pond, Galilee Pond, Pushineer Pond, and
Dedoullie Pond, town of T. i:5 R. 9, Aroostook County, Maine
at 1:00 p.m. EST, on Wednesday, August 7, 1968.
The Mining Bureau claim numbers are 3691-3786 inclusive,
corresponding consecutively with your 3691-3786 inclusive.
Mining Bureau claim tags, to be affixed to the appropriate
corner to witness posts for your claims, have been previously
issued to you in hand. The above · numbered claims are valid
until December 31, 1968.
Payment of $192.00 in recording fees is hereby
acknowledged as received in check #1831, dated July 26, 1968,
signed by Francis H. Ketchen.
Sincerely yours,
MAINE MINING BUREAU
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V/1CA 1ION 7RA I/EL PROMOTION

PU BLICITY an c! PUBLIC R~LA TIONS
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'}AMES W. SEWALL COMPANY
~mu/tan/J

OLD TOWN, MAINE
04468

PHOTOGRAMMETRY
FORESTRY

MUNICIPAL MAPPING

GEOLOGY
CIVIL ENGINEERING
PLANNING AND

August 5, 1968

URBAN RENEWAL

TELEPHONE

AREA CODE 207
B27-4456

Mr. Frank M. Blackett
Maine Mining Bureau
Department of Economic Development
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Mr. Blackett:
As suggested in your telephone conversation with our Mr. Cummings
of last week, I am sending three 11Applications for Prospector's
Permitn in names of The New Jersey Zinc Company, The Superior Oil
Company, and U.S. Smelting, Refining and Mining Company.
A check for the fee of $4.00 is enclosed. This will pay £ or two
additional permits (the fee for one permit, #68-43, was previously
submitted).
Yours truly,

lk/~a~
Willard A. Bodwell
Geology Department

WAB:fg
Enc.

April 30, 1968

M.r. Willard A. Bo dwell
J arac s W .

Se walI Compai :iy

Ol d 'l'm..rn, Maine

0 4-168

Dear M.r. Bodwell:

Th is letter acknowledges the recording of 5 mining
claims staJ;:ed by Leroy A. Ellis, Prospector's Pennit 68-12,
f o r Willard lL Bodwe ll r Prosp ector's Pe rmit 68-13, cover.ing
p3.rt of Whiti n g Bay i ::1 E&rtU!1C1S , TT.2SGott ; and Wh iting
Towns hips, Wash ing to n County, Maine, .at 9:00 A.M., DST, on
Tue sday r A::_,ril 31 , 1968.
7'h12 Miid.ng Durea.u clai!U n umbers are 3519 ·-352 3 inclusive,
co r re s ponding consecutively with your n umbe rs 3519-3523
inclus i ve. Ni n l ng Vureau claim tags, to be affixed to t h e
a ~::>propri a te corn e r or ,-.-, i t n ess p osts for yo u r cl-3'.ims , ha ve
b,~en pn'?viouc'! l y i s sued to ym· .
T h r: a ?:>ove n u::.nbered claims are v~lid

ntil December 31,

1968.
Payme nt of $10 . 00 in r ecord ing f e e s is h ere by acknowl edged
as received in c ~ eck #918, dated April 29, 1968, signed by
Francas H. HUtch n.

Very truly yours,
MAINE MINING BUREAU

Robert G. Doyle
Administrator
RGD:gb

JAMES W. SEWALL COMPANY
<ef'omultan(J

OLD TOWN, MAINE
04468

PHOTOGRAMMETRY

FORESTRY
MUNICIPAL MAPPING

GEOLOGY
CIVIL ENGINEERING

April 29, 1968

PLANNING AND
URBAN RENEWAL

TELEPHONE
AREA CODE 207
827•4456

Mr. Robert G. Doyle, Administrator
Maine Mining Bureau
State House
Augusta, Maine
04330
Dear Mr. Doyle:
Application is made herein to record 5 mining claims, located
in Edmunds, Trescott and Whiting Townships, Washington County,
The following items are submitted as enclosures:
1.) Map of Claims, Whiting Bay; Edmunds, Trescott and Whiting
Townships, Maine. Scale 1 11 = 500' showing 44 claims previously recorded (date of recording, March 28, 1968) and
the 5 additional claims which adjoin the previous group.
2.) One copy of Form C, Maine Mining Bureau, 11Application
to Record the Staking out of a Claim 11 for each of 5
claims.
3.) Sketch Map (scale 1n=500T) for each of 5 claims, attached
to the corresponding Form C.
4.) List of claim numbers.
5.) Recording fee of $10.00 ($2.00/claim)
In most cases the description of location of the claim called for
in paragraph 3 of Form Chas been omitted. There are few permanent monuments or established town line markers in the area
covered by the claims. The town lines between Whiting, Edmunds
and Trescott in the area of the claims are under-water and have
been located on our maps by sketching from the U.S. Geological
Survey Whiting Quadrangle 1 11 = 2000T.

Mr. Robt. C. Doyle

-2JAMES W . SEWALL COMPANY

Common posts were used where common corners exist between
two or more claims. Numbered metal tags were obtained prior
to staking and nailed to the posts. The location of witness
posts is given on the sketch of each claim. Distances indicated ton the sketches are approximate, having been determined by scaling on the Map of Claims, 1n = 500 1 • Distances
along the shorelines were not measured in the field due to
the irregularity of the shoreline.
Yours truly,

/f/;/1/kl!t &4,,--t~
Willard A. Bodwell
Geology Department
WAB:fg
Enc.
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List of Claims Located in Edmunds, Trescott and Whiting Townships, Washington County - Submitted for Recording by W.A. Bodwell.

Claim #3519
Tl

#3520

11

#3521

Tl

#3522

II

#3523

March 28 1 19G8

Mr. Willard A. Bodwell
10 Jefferson Street
Old ':'mm: 11aine

Dear Mr. Bodwell~

This letter acl·nowled<JeS the recorc'.1.ng of 44 mining
claims stakcrl hy Leroy A. Ellis, Prosp~ctor's Permit 68-12,
for T'lillard A. Bor1;ell~ Prospector's Pernit G8-13', covt?ring
Wh ·_ting Bay Townships of Edmunds and Trescott, Washington
County, I'.iaine, at 9:30 A.M., EST, on Thursday, March 28,.
19GB.
The Mining Bureau claim numbers ,re 3~34-- 3~77 inclusive,
correspon~ing consecutively ~ith your numhers 1 -21, 26732675, 3126-3127, 3180, 3173, 3223-3?25, 31~4-3J99, 3417-3425,
SOi-3518 inclusive. Mining Bureau clairn tags, to be affixed
to the appropriate corner or witness posts for your claims,
will be sent to you vnder separate cover.

'l'he above nunt')ered . claims are valid until December 31 .
Payment of $8 8. 00 in rGcorcHDg fees is hereb:, acJ-nrn l• ~r' ~~t=<l
1

as received i i c· eek #645, dated March 27: 1968, signei ~t
Francis H. Hutchin, James W. Sewall Comy,a1 y.
Very truly yours,

MAINE MINING BUREAl1

Robert G. Doyle
Administrator
RGD:gb

JAMESW. SEWALL COMPANY
Ct'o,m.u ltanla

OLD TOWN, MAINE
04468

PHOTOGRAMMETRY
FORESTRY

MUNICIPAL MAPPING

GEOLOGY
CIVIL ENGINEERING

March 27, 1968

PLANNING AND

URBAN RENEWAL

TELEPHONE

AREA CODE 207

827-4458

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Mr. Doyle:
Application is made herein to record 44 mining claims, located
in the Townships of Edmunds and Trescott, Washington County,
Maine.
The following items are submitted as enclosures:
1.) Map of Claims, Whiting Bay, Edmunds and Trescott
Townships, Maine. Scale 1 11 equals SOOT, showing all claims in
relation to local and regional access.
2.) One copy of Form C, Maine Mining Bureau TTApplication
to Record the Staking out of a ClaimTT for each of 4-4- claims.
3.) A sketch map (scale lTT=SOOT) for each of 4-4- claims,
attached to the corresponding Form C.
4-.) List of claim numbers.

5.) Recording fee of $88.00 ($2.00/claim)
In most cases the description of location of the claim called for
in paragraph 3 of Form Chas been omitted. There are few permanent
monuments or established town line markers in the area covered by
the claims. The Edmunds-Trescott Town Line, which runs through
the claims from SW to NE is in an underwater area and has been
located on our maps by sketching from the U.S. Geological Survey
Whiting Quadrangle, 1 11 = 2000T. Although there are numerous
natural features along the shoreline, few of them are named such
that they could be readily used as reference points in writing a
description for each claim.

Mr. Robert G. Doyle

-2JAMES W. SEWALL COMPANY

Common posts were used where common corners exist between
two or more claims. Numbered metal tags were obtained prior
to staking and nailed to the posts. The location of witness
posts is given on the sketch of each claim. Distances indicated± on the sketches are approximate, having been determined by scaling on the Map of Claims, 1 11 = 500'. Distances
along the shorelines were not measured in the field due to
the irregularity of the shoreline.
Yours truly,

fv:t/41 ti✓ tf. ~ A ' - y
Willard A. Bodwell
Geology Department

WAB:fg
Enc.

JAMES W. SEWALL COMPANY

List of Claims Submitted for Recording

Willard A. Bodwell

Claim No.
18
19
20
21
2673
2674
2675
3126
3127
3150
3173
3223
3224
3225
3294
3295
3296
3297
3298
3299
3417
3418

Claim No.
3419
3420
3421
3422
3423
3424
3425
3504
3505
3506
3507
3508
3509
3510
3511
3512
3513
3514
3515
3516
3517
3518

*

JAMES W. SE,\TALL COMPANY

~ ~ i~
. '
OLD TOWN, MAINE

JOSEPH SEWALL

Pre s ident
CI VIL ENGINEERING

Her men J . Shea

TELEPHONE 7-4419

FORESTR Y

Fro n k M.Coll
GEOLOGY

La w r e nce A . Wing
MUNICIPAL MAPPING

Horac e T . Gordner
PHOTOG RA M M ETRY

Kenneth W. Cox
PLANNING

Hans K. F. K lunder
TIMBERLANDS

Carleton C. Yo ung , Jr.

December 6, 1961
Mr. Robert G. Doyle
Maine Geological Survey
State Office Building
Augusta, Maine
Dear Bob:
Enclosed are the results of the laboratory tests on the
Northern Maine (Kojans) Stream sediment samples.
Correlation between field and lab. values is reasonably good
except for the lower numbered samples and for a short period
of time Kojans was measuring without a volumetric scoop and
this probably accounts for some of the obvious discrepancies.
We might try making some sense out of (1) the higher . values
such as sample numbers 8, 9, 27 and perhaps others (2) what
appears to be 2 distinct levels for background that may reflect 2 geologic environments. These backgrounds fall in the
range of 6 to 12 ppm for a large number of samples and then
again in the l to 3 ppm range.
You might also note that the only sample showing copper is
number 65 in the event Kojans noted anything in the vicinity
that might help explain it.
I hope to have a chance to go over this with you when you have
Kojans geologic data available. How would sometime after
Christmas suit you?
Regards,

~:~
v Lawrend'e A.
LAW:fg
Encl.
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JAMES W. SEWALL COMPANY

PROPOSED PHOTO-INTERPRETATION
NORTH CENTRAL MAINE

JAMES W. SEWALL COMPANY

General:
The material herein outlines a proposal by the James W.
Sewall Company to prepare a geologic photo-interpretation of a
large area in north-central Maine.

The area considered for the

interpretation was recently the subject of a mineral resource project by the State of Maine. (Spec. Ee. Ser. No. 4)
Objective of the Proposed Interpretation:
The objective of the proposed interpretation, as suggested
herein, would be to aid both geologic mapping and mineral resource
efforts in the area under consideration.

The work would serve as a

ntest case" for the application of interpretative methods in this
type of terrain (non-residual overburden, complex geology) and would
also serve to illustrate both the limitations and merits of the
technique.

The interpretation as proposed would encompass an area

of approximately 1400 square miles as shown on the accompanying map.
Below we will discuss reasons why it is felt that studies such as
this are warranted, and will discuss common misconceptions concerning
the application of the interpretation methods.
Application of Interpretative Methods to Geologic Mapping
and Resource Efforts:
It is felt that the role of photo-interpretation is misunderstood by most geologic mapping personnel, and this probably accounts
for the paucity of effort along this line.

Interpretative methods

are not intended to replace, but rather to aid field mapping.

-1-

JAMES W. SEWALL COMPANY

Within the northeastern United States, two factors combine
to make geologic mapping extremely difficult.

One is the lack of

outcrop, and the other is the complexity of the terrain.
Interpretative methods can serve to point out anomalous bedrock characteristics, many of which might never be defined by normal
field procedures.

In other cases, the methods can greatly reduce the

field time necessary to outline a large structure.
It is apparent that many so-called photo-interpretation
studies, are in reality only photo-linear mapping studies.

Photo-

linear mapping can be viewed as a routine process, similar to plotting features as roads, streams, etc., from photos.

Photo-linear

mapping reflects the degree to which all unsorted linear elements
are present, whereas photo-interpretation (of bedrock) seeks to
subdue secondary effects of soil and vegetation.
Interpretative methods may be applied in large areas where
little or no geologic information is available, or they may and should
be used as an additional tool in the course of regular field mapping.
In applying the technique to very large areas, available geologic and geophysical data should be incorporated in the interpretation.
Thus, in an area where interpretation has indicated a volcanic section,
magnetics can provide a fairly reliable estimate as to whether the
section is rhyolite-dacite, andesite or basalt.
In cases where interpretation is used as a mapping guide, no
effort should be made to dipict rock units without field observation.
However, our work indicates that the addition of a

11

birdts eye view 11

to mapping would enable rapid delineation of some zones which field

-2-
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mapping could never reveal.
Interpretative Examples from Proposed Area:
We have enclosed a map covering a portion of the southeast
part of the Greenville quadrangle and a portion of the west central
part of the Sebec Lake quadrangle.

The area covered by this map

(Greenville and Sebec) would be included within the area proposed
for interpretation.
The map shows the geology of the Greenville portion, as
recently published, but mapping for the Sebec Lake section is not
available at this scale (1 inch= l mile).

We have included a

partial photo-interpretation over-lay for the Greenville and Sebec
sections.

The map is intended only to show primary and secondary

structural features, and no attempt has been made to use magnetics
to provide lithologic interpretation.
It is evident that interpretation in the Greenville section
prior to or concurrent with mapping would have allowed efforts to
be focused upon a number of significant structural features.

In the

same to manner, once field evidence had confirmed that the well defined linear bands were sediments, their strike orientation could
have been plotted rapidly and accurately with the aid of photos.
Since detail mapping is not available in the Sebec area,
the overlay is of particular,interest.

It appears that the area has

been subjected to considerable faulting, which may have been coincident with the intrusion of material in the area of Lake Onawa.

It

appears likely that a major northwest fault may occur east of the
intrusion.

JAMES W. SEWALL COMPANY

Interpretative Examples from Proposed Area Cont'd:
On the Sebec portion of the overlay map, we have noted the
location of some geochemical anomalies described in the report of
1965.

It can be noted that two of the so-called Barren Mountain

anomalies appear on the projection of a well defined fault which
truncates the south end of Barren Mountain.
In both the Greenville and Sebec portions, as noted on the
map, changes in the primary structural elements (bedding) would lead
us to believe that intrusions were present.

In each case there is

a remarkable increase in contortion of the bedding as these intrusives
are approached.
It is apparent that moderate geochemical anomalies by themselves attract little interest if only the broad features of geology
are known.

However, as in the case of Barren Mountain, notation that

such anomalies occur within highly anomalous structural zones would
probably attract considerable attention.
Proposed Photo-Interpretation Program
Below we will outline the principle features which the nroposed interpretation would attempt to delineate.
A) Primary Structural Elements
(1) Bedding in sediments, banding, bedding, flow
structure in volcanics
(2) Lithologic contacts
(3) Fractures in intrusive rocks (primary)
(4) Unconformities - usually not possible to distinguish
from faulting or bedding

JAMES W. SEWALL COMPANY

B) Secondary Structural Elements
(1) Linear features not due to bedding
(a) Faults - linear elements where there is specific
evidence for movement. Movememt may be evident as:
sharp terminations of bedding, abrupt change in
lithology, very long linears, extensive breaking
along linears.
(b) Fractures - well defined bedrock linears which
cannot be ascribed to bedding, and which show no
evidence of movement. It is evident that some of
the linears designated as fractures must be faults,
but where evidence for movement is lacking, such
have been noted as fractures.
(c) Folds - in many cases it is possible to distinguish
a variety of folds based on well defined bedding.
In other cases severe distortion of the zone prevents
the exact delineation of the shape of the fold.
C) Lithologic Determinations
(1) Areas of predominantly sedimentary rock - such areas
are characterized by well developed bedding and more
uniform distribution than volcanics.
(a) Predominantly arenaceous (quartzites, sandstones,
siliceous graywacke, less lesser amounts of shale
or slate) - these rocks would be competent and thus
would not be extensively drag folded.
(b) Predominantly argillaceous (slate, shale, silty sandstone,
minor sandstone and graywacke) - such sections would be
incompetent and thus would often be evidenced by extensive
drag folding and shearing.
(2) Areas of predominantly volcanic rocks - spatial distribution
more irregular than sediments, more random linear patterns;
bed.ding not well defined in most cases.
(a) Predominantly siliceous volcanics (rhyolites-dacites) characterized by low magnetic gradient.
(b) Predominantly andesite-basalt - moderate to high
magnetic gradient.
(3) Areas of intrusive rocks - usually distinguished from
volcanics by form and texture.
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Total area of the Proposed Interpretation.

1400 sq.miles

(included all of the following quadrangles: Greenville,
Sebec Lake, First Roach, Jo-Mary, Norcross, Sebec,
Schoodic).
Scale of the final interpretation map

. . . . . 1 inch= l mile

Total cost of the Proposed Program . . . . .

. . . $5,000.00

(includes a report discussing the results of the interpretation and also an explanation of application of the
interpretation methods)
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